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Sitting around in front of the television is an American pastime, but it's not the best vehicle to connect with your kids. Family events and activities are where the real memories are made, and you don't need much more than a deck of cards. Play card games with your kids can be a lot of fun and can also
help you learn valuable lessons, such as how to follow rules and how to be a good sport. And, of course, the main one: how to cheat at poker. These 10 family-friendly card games are guaranteed to provide some good clean fun. Content One of the all-time child classics, Go Fish is a two-person game that
can be played by children of all ages. The goal of Go Fish is to collect groups of four cards by value. You get your cards from your opponent by simply asking them to give me all your Aces, for example. To ask for the cards, you already need to keep at least one. And if you have the requested cards, you'll
have to give it up. If you ask and get a few cards, you repeat your turn. If you strike out, your opponent tells you to go fish, and you have to pull from the top of the deck. When you have a set of four, the set lays down and resumes the game. Play continues until the winner runs out of cards. Also known as
the memory game or pairs, this simple card game is a great way to improve your child's memory and remind you how much yours slips. You can play with anywhere from two to six people or more. If you're playing with more than six players, you might want to add a second deck. Turn over all the cards on
the table or floor in rows of seven. Take turns, flip over two cards at a time. If the cards are the same, you should keep the pair. If not, you turn them back and the inning goes to the next player. The better your memory, the more pairs you will score. Once the cards are all gone, the person with the most
pairs - and best memory - wins. One of the easiest card games to play between two people, War can be taught to even the youngest children. The deck is evenly split between the two players to start the game. In quick succession, both players lay down their top card once after another, with the highest
card being the winner. If you win the round, you collect the two cards. You keep it up until one player finally has all the cards and won the war. In the case of a tie, three cards from each player are faced with the fourth acting as the battle card. Whoever wins the hand gets all the cards. If the name of the
game doesn't jibe with your pacifist sensibilities, you can call it Head to head or just makeup a name. Your kids will enjoy playing whatever the name. The first thing you need to do for this game has been removed three of the Queens from the deck. The one remaining is the Old Maid, and serves as a
kind of hot potato for the players. Handle the entire deck, one a blow, face to up to eight players. Each person must organize his or her hand and discard any pairs. Who's going to go first to the player on the left and make him or her sign a single card. If that card makes some, then that player immediately
lays them down and continues to play to the left. If not, he or she simply continues to play. Once all the pairs are off, the player stuck with the Old Maid lost the game. Everyone else wins. Run the game by handling five cards each to four players. Place the remaining cards in the face and turn over the top
card. The first player must either lay down a card that matches the face card (per pack or by number) or sign a card from the deck if a play cannot be made. If you're an eight, consider it a wild card if you can play it on any other card. Once you do, you need to nominate another pack. So if you put down
an eight, you could say the suit is now Hearts. If the next player has a heart, then he or she is in luck. If not, it's time to sign one or a set number of cards until they sign a playable card. The first person to get rid of his or her cards wins. This game typically goes by another name when adults play, and it's
known to include alcoholic beverages as well. Fortunately, there's a family-friendly version called I Doubt It, and there's no shot glasses involved. Handle five or seven cards to the each player - you can have anywhere from three to six players. The designated main player calls the first rank, the suit
doesn't matter. Then, go clockwise around the table, with each player either over if he or she doesn't have the named rank, or lay a card faced on the table. Play for each round continues until all players succeed or there is a challenge. If you feel like your little brother is trying to fool you, break the deck
and declare I doubt it! Turn the card around - if it's not the designated rank, the bluffing player picks up all the cards and the challenger the new card rank. If it is, the challenger picks up the cards and the one doubts take the lead. The winner is the first player to get rid of his or her entire hand. This fast
game can be played with up to 12 people. Handle seven cards, one at a time and down to each player. The rest of the deck is going to face off in the middle of the circle. The person on the left side of the dealer imposes one card face. The following player can lay down a card that matches rank or pack, or
keep drawing until a playable card comes up. After one full spin around the circle, the round is finished and the played cards are studied. Whoever laid down the highest rank leads the next round. Play continues until the first player wins all of his or her cards. It is noticed by screaming BOOM as hard as
you can. This bluffing game can be played with up to six people. Each player is faced with seven cards, one at a time. The rest of the deck is placed in the middle, facedown. The person on the left side of the start playing by facing either a single card or group of cards that are the same rank. The Player
Player Announce which cards are, for example, two Jacks. The next player must beat that hand by the next highest rank, pull out the pile or bluff and lay dummy cards. So in this case the player has to put down two Queens, sign or bluff. At any point, any player can challenge by declaring a Lie Cheater.
Whoever loses the challenge inherits all the center cards. Whoever is empty-handed at the end wins. It's a fun game for young kids. Each player must first choose an animal to be - the longer the name, the better. Then all the cards are faced with the players. One at a time, each player turns over a card
on his or her hopes. Once one matches the face on card from another player, those two must rush three times and call out the other player's animal name. Whoever is able to do it the fastest, win the round and must pick up the other's discarded hopes. In this game, whoever ends up with most cards is
the win. And for them, the spoils go. This game can be played as Blackjack in Las Vegas for big money, but you can play without any money and teach your kids some math in the family-friendly version. As the adult, you need to play the merchant role. Handle your kids one card, face up, around the
circle, then one to face yourself. Then handle one more respect to each player and one more respect for yourself. Forget the Vegas rules with the split pairing pairs and double down - they can learn all those things later. Just go around the circle one at a time and ask if they want to hit or stay, with the
object to get as close to 21 as possible without going over. At the end of the line, turn your cards around and see who won. Each round in the family-friendly version counts as its own small game, or you can assign a point value instead of winning slides. How to play Jenga like you've never played it before
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